Joe Alhadeff 1981

Joseph Alhadeff is the Vice President for Global Public Policy and Chief Privacy Officer for Oracle Corporation, one of the world’s leading suppliers of information management software. Mr. Alhadeff is responsible for coordinating and managing Oracle’s global privacy and public policy issues.

In addition to his role at Oracle, Mr. Alhadeff serves a prominent role in several influential international organizations dedicated to Internet policy, security and privacy. Mr. Alhadeff serves as the BIAC Chair to the OECD ICCP Committee, head of industry delegation to the OECD Security Steering Group, and a Vice Chair of the International Chamber of Commerce’s Electronic Business and Information Technology Committee. In the US, Mr. Alhadeff chairs the US-Malaysia Business Council, the Information Technology Committee for the US India Business Council and Government Affairs Committee for the Software and Information Industry Association, is Vice Chair of the USCIB’s E-Business Committee, Co-chairs the IT Committee of the US-ASEAN Business Council and is an ABAC Board member.

Prior to joining Oracle, Mr. Alhadeff was General Counsel and Vice President for Electronic Commerce for the US Council for International Business (USCIB) in New York. Alhadeff holds and M.B.A. in management and information systems from New York University, Leonard N. Stern School of Business and a J.D. from Boston University School of Law, and a B.A. from Oberlin College.

Dan Blumenthal 1964

Dr. Blumenthal is a graduate of Oberlin College and the University of Chicago School of Medicine. He completed his residency in pediatrics at Charity Hospital of New Orleans (Tulane Division) and received his master of public health degree from Emory University. He is board-certified in both pediatrics and preventive medicine.

He served as a VISTA Volunteer physician in Lee County, Arkansas; as an Epidemic Intelligence Service Officer with the Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta; as a medical epidemiologist with the World Health Organization Smallpox Eradication Program in India and Somalia and as a consultant at the WHO offices in Geneva; and as medical director of a neighborhood health center while on the faculty of the Emory University School of Medicine. He joined the faculty of the Morehouse School of Medicine in 1980, where he served as Founding Chair of the Department of Community Health and Preventive Medicine from 1984–2009. He served as Associate Dean for Community Health until his retirement in July, 2014. He is the author or co-author of approximately 100 peer-reviewed journal articles, commentaries, reviews, and book chapters, and the editor or co-editor of four books.

He has served as President of the Association of Teachers of Preventive Medicine, as a Regent of the American College of Preventive Medicine, as a member of the Governing Council of the American Public Health Association, as Fulton County (Atlanta) Health Officer, and as a Robert Petersdorf Scholar-in-Residence at the Association of American Medical Colleges. He is President of the American College of Preventive Medicine (2015-17)

He is a recipient of the Georgia Public Health Association’s Sellers-McCran Award "for outstanding achievement and service to Georgia in public health." He was named the Outstanding VISTA Volunteer of the 1960s. He received a "Shining Light" Award from the Georgia Association for Primary Health Care, the Leonard Tow Humanism in Medicine Award from Morehouse School of Medicine, and the Duncan Clark Award from the Association for Prevention Teaching and Research, the association’s highest award.
Michael Duffy 1980

Michael Duffy is Assistant Managing Editor and Chief Political Correspondent for Time. He joined the magazine in 1985 as a Pentagon correspondent and has been at the center of the magazine’s political coverage for the past 20 years. Michael is a regular on PBS’ Washington Week with Gwen Ifill, and has appeared on Face the Nation, Meet The Press and National Public Radio’s All Things Considered. He is the co-author, with Time’s Nancy Gibbs, of The Preacher and the Presidents, an account of Billy Graham’s unique and complex relationship with each of the last eleven American Presidents. Michael is a two-time recipient of the Gerald R. Ford award for distinguished reporting: once in 1994 for his coverage of the presidency, and again in 2004 for his reporting on national defense. A native of Columbus, Ohio, Michael graduated from Oberlin College in 1980 and currently lives in Chevy Chase, MD, with his wife and their three sons.

Terry Eder-Kaufman 1979

Terry Eder (B.M. 1979) has led a multi-faceted life as a pianist, attorney, parent, business owner and real estate manager.

After earning her M.M. with distinction from Indiana University at Bloomington, Terry was awarded a grant from the International Research and Exchanges Board to research piano literature by Hungarian composers in Budapest with Zoltán Kocsis. There she learned to speak Hungarian. She has won many awards of distinction, including several for her interpretations of Beethoven, Ravel, and Bartók. She has three CDs to her credit: “Portrait,” an eclectic recital program released in 2011 by CD Baby, Dohnányi: Piano Pieces, released in 2012 by the Hungaroton label and, due for release around the end of 2014 on the MSR label, a collection of Béla Bartók.

Terry performed her New York début in 2004 at Weill Recital Hall, as a winner of the Artists International competition, to critical acclaim. Since then she has performed recitals at venues including Alice Tully Hall, Zankel Hall, the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, the American Cathedral in Paris, the Municipal Theater in Cassano Valcuvio, Italy, the Musical Instruments Museum at the Berlin Philharmonie, the Glimmerglass Opera Festival, and has appeared as soloist in concertos by Franck and Fauré with the Greenwich Symphony, in Beethoven’s “Emperor” concerto with the Park Avenue Chamber Symphony, and in Beethoven’s “Triple Concerto” with the Lawyers’ Orchestra of NYC.

Terry earned a J.D. in 1999. Her legal work has encompassed civil litigation, research on refugee protection and prevention models, assistance to a federal judge, contract expertise, and specialization in legal issues of the architecture business. She participated in the Federal Bar Council Inn of Court in Manhattan for several years. Terry also owned and ran a bed and breakfast for 7 years. After sending her daughter off to college last year (alas, not to Oberlin), she has more or less retired from practicing law and returned to teaching, a vocation she began at the age of 15 and has continued throughout her life, as well as to a more active performing career.

Stephan Farber 1994

Stephan Farber is a Director at Deutsche Asset & Wealth Management in Houston, TX where he specializes in trading high-yield debt, options and equities for a limited number of sophisticated clients. Mr. Farber received his MBA from the Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania where he was a recipient of the George Schirer scholarship and a member of the school’s crew team. Stephan worked for many years in the entertainment industry. He has worked with such companies as Columbia Records and Sony Classical and with such artists as David Bowie, the Rolling Stones, and Philip Glass. A violinist and composer, Mr. Farber is a graduate of Oberlin College. He is a native Hostonian and an avid supporter of the arts, serving on the boards of the Blaffer Gallery, the Art Museum of the University of Houston and the Houston Youth Symphony. Mr. Farber is married and has two children.
**Dan Hamilton 1989**

Daniel W. Hamilton is the fourth dean of the UNLV William S. Boyd School of Law. He assumed the deanship in July 2013 and joined the Boyd School of Law faculty as the Richard J. Morgan Professor of Law. He joined UNLV from the University of Illinois College of Law where he was the Associate Dean for Faculty Development and Professor of Law and History.

Dean Hamilton received his Ph.D. in American legal history in 2003 from Harvard University. He was a Golieb Fellow in Legal History at New York University School of Law during the 2003-04 academic year. He received his J.D. from George Washington University and his B.A. from Oberlin College.

Before coming to UNLV, Dean Hamilton taught property law, legal history, and constitutional law at the University of Illinois College of Law and the Chicago-Kent College of Law. He is the recipient of multiple teaching awards, including Professor of the Year at both institutions.

Dean Hamilton researches and writes primarily on American property ideology and the legal and constitutional issues raised by the Civil War. He has written numerous articles and reviews on American legal history, including works in Civil War History, the Chicago-Kent Law Review, the Journal of Supreme Court History, the Journal of American History, the Journal of Southern History, the Journal of Interdisciplinary History, the Journal of National Security Law, and the Law and History Review. His book, The Limits of Sovereignty: Property Confiscation in the Union and the Confederacy During the Civil War, was published by the University of Chicago Press.

Dean Hamilton is past-president of the legal history section of the American Association of Law Schools and serves on the Board of the American Society for Legal History. His research presentations include talks at the law schools at New York University, Northwestern, Stanford, the University of Texas, and Harvard University as well as multiple presentations at the American Society for Legal History.

**Tim Liang 1971**

Tim is a managing director of AlphaMax Advisors LLC, which helps American and European companies to enter and operate successfully in China. He works closely with client teams to develop and execute China entry and operating strategies. AlphaMax is frequently engaged to improve the operations, management and organizations of foreign invested companies in China and to conduct due diligence on potential Chinese partners, competitors and suppliers. He is now also helping Chinese companies to enter and make acquisitions in the US.

Tim has over thirty years experience doing business in China and other Asian countries. He lived and worked in the greater China area as a management consultant for Arthur D. Little and McKinsey & Company, assisting many American and European multinationals to enter and expand businesses in the greater China area. At Cummins Corporation, he held management positions in international strategic planning, international distributor management and China business development.

He received his BA from Oberlin College and three graduate degrees from Yale University in East Asian Studies, Chinese Archeology and Management. Tim and his wife Ping live in Ada, MI. He is on the board of the Grand Rapids Symphony, the Economics Club of Grand Rapids, the World Affairs Council of Western Michigan, and the Oberlin Shansi Memorial Association.
Renee Monson 1985

Renee Monson ’85 graduated from Oberlin with high honors in sociology and minors in philosophy and government. She earned an MA in Public Affairs from the University of Minnesota and PhD in sociology from the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Renee currently is Associate Professor of Sociology at Hobart and William Smith Colleges, where she has served as chair of the Anthropology and Sociology Department and the Public Policy Studies Program. Her research on U.S. child support policy, welfare reform, and the correlates of red states and blue states in presidential elections has been published in several journals and edited volumes. Renee received the H&WS Faculty Award for Excellence in Teaching in 2010, and currently is the co-director of a Mellon grant to H&WS for integrating student research across the curriculum.

James Leo Walsh, Emeritus Professor of Sociology at Oberlin College, was an early and continuing influence on Renee’s career path. Renee taught at Oberlin for one semester in Spring 1997; coming full circle, Jim Walsh taught at H&WS in Spring 2008 and Spring 2010.

Renee lives in Geneva, NY with her husband, Phil Gleason.

Steve Natterstad

Dr. Natterstad is President of The Frascino Medical Group in Los Altos, California, a medical practice established 15 years ago to provide comprehensive and compassionate care for people living with HIV/AIDS. He graduated with honors from the University of California Los Angeles School of Medicine. Subsequently, he completed an internship, residency, and general medicine fellowship at Harbor-UCLA Medical Center. Dr. Natterstad is board-certified in internal medicine and a credentialed member of the American Academy of HIV Medicine. Since 2002, Dr. Natterstad has appeared as a physician expert in the online Spanish language forum “Tratamientos” at The Body, an HIV/AIDS information resource web site (www.thebody.com).

An award-winning classical pianist, Dr. Natterstad has performed in a series of annual concerts entitled A Concerted Effort to benefit AIDS service organizations throughout the world. His efforts to date have helped raise more than $1,750,000. He is the recipient of the National Society of Fundraising Executives’ Distinguished Honoree/Silicon Valley Philanthropy Award. In 1999, Dr. Natterstad and his late husband, Dr. Robert Frascino, co-founded The Robert James Frascino AIDS Foundation, a 501(c)(3) philanthropic organization dedicated to...
funding crucial services for men, women, and children living with HIV/AIDS and to raising awareness of the HIV/AIDS epidemic through advocacy and education.

Dr. Natterstad and his standard poodle Presto reside in Los Altos, California.

**Clyde Owan 1979**

Clyde has been a long-time volunteer and advocate who has served in almost every volunteer position in the Oberlin Alumni Association. He has been an alumni admissions volunteer and served as a mentor to students of color. He has been an associate class agent, member of reunion gift committees, member of the Association’s Admissions, Awards, and Trustee Search Committees, Association Treasurer, and has been a leader on various national campaign steering committees for Oberlin including the ongoing Oberlin Illuminate Campaign. Since 1988 he has been an organizer of alumni activities in the Washington, DC area, and has been the Regional Coordinator on five different occasions. Clyde has been the driving force in the sustained success of the Oberlin Club of Washington D.C., and under his dynamic leadership the D.C. club has been Oberlin’s most active alumni community. Clyde has organized more local alumni activities than any other volunteer in Oberlin’s history.

As President of the Alumni Association from 2001-2003, Clyde guided the Association into the era of electronic communications and shifted its communications into the world of email to save time, money, and trees. As Alumni President, Clyde used the occasion of a special Oberlin 9/11 publication to highlight the racial hysteria of World War II and warn against a similar rush towards demonizing and scapegoating. He later initiated a project to document and honor the experiences of Japanese American students who left World War II internment camps and were welcomed for study by Oberlin College.

Clyde has served as trustee of the Oberlin Shansi organization. He is an “avid” photographer, and his photographs have been used in more alumni publications and announcements than any other alumni volunteer. He also established an endowed scholarship that supports Oberlin commitment to accessibility for students of all backgrounds. In 2015 the Alumni Association awarded him the Alumni Medal.

Clyde earned an A.B. in Government from Oberlin. He also holds a Master of Science in Foreign Service degree from the School of Foreign Service at Georgetown University and an M.A. from U.S. Naval War College in Newport, Rhode Island. He has had a distinguished career in public service that includes national security assignments at the Department of the Navy, the Department of Defense, the Department of Homeland Security, and the National Intelligence Council.

**Raphael Pollock 1972**

Raphael Pollock, M.D., Ph.D. was born in Chicago, Illinois and graduated from Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio in 1972. This was followed by medical school at the St. Louis University School of Medicine Chicago, IL residencies in General Surgery at the University of Chicago and Rush Medical College, a fellowship in Surgical Oncology at The University of Texas M. D. Anderson Cancer Center, and a Ph.D. in Tumor Immunology from the Graduate School of the Biological Sciences at the University of Texas-Houston Health Sciences Center. Dr. Pollock joined the Department of Surgical Oncology at The University of Texas M. D. Anderson Cancer Center as a faculty member in 1984. Dr. Pollock became Chairman of the Department of Surgical Oncology in 1993 and became Head of the Division of Surgery at The University of Texas M. D. Anderson Cancer Center in 1997. In 2006-07 Dr. Pollock served as President of the Society of Surgical Oncology; from 1999-2011 he served as Editor-in-Chief of *Cancer*. A member of eleven editorial boards, Dr. Pollock is also Associate Editor (Surgical Oncology) for *Cancer Medicine* (Holland and Frei, Editions 5-9; 2000-present) as well as the Associate Editor (Oncology) for *Principles of Surgery* (Schwartz, Editions 8-10; 2004-present). In 2013 Dr. Pollock left MD Anderson to become Director and Professor, Division of Surgical Oncology and Chief of Surgical Services at The James Comprehensive Cancer
Center at The Ohio State University Medical Center, Columbus, Ohio. Dr. Pollock has a lifetime professional dedication to care of the solid tumor patient as well as laboratory research; his personal clinical and research activities focus exclusively soft tissue sarcoma. Dr. Pollock serves as Director of the Sarcoma Research Laboratory at The Ohio State University Medical Center and is the Principal Investigator on behalf of the US NIH/NCI SARC Sarcoma SPORE grant program. Dr. Pollock is a member of the US NIH/NCI Board of Scientific Counselors. He also serves as Chair of the AJCC Sarcoma Committee and as a member of the Advisory Boards of the Sarcoma Foundation of America, the Sarcoma Alliance, the Liddy Shriver Sarcoma Initiative, the Desmoid Tumor Research Foundation, the National Leiomyosarcoma foundation, the UICC TNM Expert Advisory Panel on Sarcoma, the Bone and Soft Tissue Cancer Protocol Review Panel of the College of American Pathologists, the NCCN Sarcoma Committee, the Sarcoma Alliance for Research through Collaboration (SARC) Executive Committee; he also serves as Co-Chair of the NIH/NCI Genomic Atlas Sarcoma Steering Committee. Dr. Pollock is married to Dr. Dina Lev; they have five children: Jessica, Sam, Eden, Noam, and Omer.

Paul Schoenfeld 1970
For the last 25 years I have been a cardiologist with the Gundersen Clinic in La Crosse, Wisconsin which serves a 19 county area in rural Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota. I am very proud of this clinic and feel that if the whole country practiced medicine as we do in Wisconsin there wouldn't be a medical crisis.

Joan (Lehman '72) and I have been married since 1975. Our daughter Catherine (U of Chicago '07) teaches kindergarten at Harlem Link Charter School in New York. Our son Tom (U of Wisconsin '11) is a mechanical engineer who, to my great joy, came back to work in La Crosse.

I grew up in Oak Park just outside Chicago. I graduated from Oberlin in 1970 shortly after Kent State. Four years later I graduated from Rush Medical College, did an internship at Cook County Hospital, went to the National Health Service Corp in Northern Wisconsin for five years. I then finished a medicine residency in Chicago. By that time the new imaging tools like echocardiography intrigued me so I did a fellowship at the University of Wisconsin in Madison. I returned to Cook County and Rush to direct the coronary care units until I joined the Gundersen Clinic in 1988.

I was in the Army Reserve Medical Corp for 21 years. I was activated to Germany for Desert Storm in 1991 and again in 1996 for Bosnia.

I am an enthusiastic photographer so I spend much of my free time taking and printing photographs.

Deborah Serianni 1983
Deborah Hsu Serianni was the Head of Global Consumer Marketing at MasterCard. She managed the MasterCard branding and “Priceless” campaign worldwide, while driving innovation in mobile payment service. She was Vice President Global Marketing Personal Care & Wellness of Avon Products Inc., a leading beauty company and the world’s largest direct selling company. In this position, she was responsible for establishing global goals and strategies, new product development, and advertising and print material for all regions around the world. Deborah joined Avon in 2004 as regional vice president marketing of Asia Pacific, based in Hong Kong.

Previously, she worked for 10 years at Johnson & Johnson Consumer Product Group where she most recently served as vice president skin care, Asia Pacific-China. Earlier in her career, Deborah worked at Procter & Gamble Europe for eight years where she held increasing responsible positions in marketing, covering a vast territory including Germany, Austria, Scandinavia, the Middle East and Central America. Deborah graduated from Oberlin College, majoring in chemistry and economics. She holds an MMM degree from Kellogg School of Management, Northwestern University. She is married to David Serianni, a design consultant, and they have one son, Aaron, age Twelve.
Frank Sloan 1964

Frank Sloan is the J. Alexander McMahon Professor of Health Policy and Management and Professor of Economics at Duke University since 1993. He is the former Director of the Center for Health Policy, Law and Management at Duke (CHPLM) that originated in 1998. He holds faculty appointments in five departments at Duke, Economics being his primary appointment. He completed his undergraduate work at Oberlin College and received his Ph.D. in economics from Harvard University. Before joining the faculty at Duke in July 1993, he was a research economist at Rand Corporation and served on the faculties of the University of Florida and Vanderbilt University. He was Chair of the Department of Economics at Vanderbilt from 1986-89. His current research interests include alcohol use and smoking prevention, long-term care, medical malpractice, and cost-effectiveness analyses of medical technologies. He also has a long-standing interest in hospitals, including regulation of hospitals, health care financing, and health manpower. He has served on several national advisory public and private groups. He is a member of the Institute of Medicine and was formally a member of the Physician Payment Review Commission. He is the author of about 400 journal articles and book chapters and has co-authored and co-edited approximately 20 books. Recently published books are Medical Malpractice (MIT Press, 2008, co-authored with L. Chepke), Incentives and Choice in Health Care (MIT Press, 2008, co-edited with H. Kasper), and Health Economics (co-authored with Chee-Ruey Hsieh, MIT Press, 2012). He is immediate Past President of the American Society of Health Economists and currently serves as editor of the American Journal of Health Economics.

Mandy Tuong ’01

Mandy is Senior Vice President and General Counsel for InFaith Community Foundation, a national foundation based in Minneapolis that manages donor advised funds, endowments and charitable funds, and with grantmaking initiatives in environmental stewardship, disaster relief and ending family violence. She oversees and sets strategic direction for the foundation’s grantmaking, charitable gift planning services, marketing and communications, and legal functions.

Mandy was previously Assistant General Counsel for the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation in Palo Alto, California, where she provided legal and business leadership, and spearheaded the foundation’s exploration and implementation of new tools, vehicles and approaches for their philanthropic model towards greater impact. She began her career at the law firm of Leonard, Street and Deinard (now Stinson Leonard Street) as a trusts, tax and estates and litigation attorney; and continued as in-house counsel at Thrivent Financial, a Fortune 500, not-for-profit financial services company, advising in areas ranging from marketing development to corporate governance and tax to community affairs.

Mandy is passionate about Oberlin College, and most recently served on the Alumni Council Executive Board and as chair of the Conservatory Committee. Outside of Oberlin, she has served on a variety of boards and committees including MacPhail Center for Music, Legal Aid – Central Minnesota Legal Services, CaringBridge, Keystone Advancement Committee, Fund for Legal Aid Society One Hour of Sharing Campaign, and others.

Mandy received a J.D. with honors from the University of Minnesota Law School, where she was an editor on the Minnesota Law Review. She has degrees in History (B.A.) and Piano Performance (B.M.) from Oberlin College.
Hal Waldman 1974

Hal K. Waldman is the owner of H. Waldman Holdings, LLC, as well as Hal K. Waldman and Associates. H. Waldman Holdings invests in a variety of businesses primarily in health care related properties including medical device companies, nursing homes, assisted living centers, and hospice. Two of the portfolio companies are Astro Manufacturing and Astro Medical Devices, both manufacturing companies in the Cleveland area. Mr. Waldman also owned Astro Instrumentation, a medical device company, which had its origins in Oberlin, Ohio. In addition, Mr. Waldman was a founder of Walnut Capital Partners, a real estate developer in the Pittsburgh area. Hal K. Waldman and Associates is a law firm that specializes in civil litigation. Mr. Waldman has been chosen as one of the Top 50 Lawyers in the City of Pittsburgh, as well as Super Lawyers, member of the Million Dollar Advocate Forum, and various other honors. He has been involved in numerous civic and charitable activities including Chairman of the Pittsburgh Ballet Theatre and Chairman of the Pittsburgh Holocaust Center. He is a 1974 high honors history graduate of Oberlin College and a 1977 graduate of Georgetown Law School. Mr. Waldman resides in the Fox Chapel area of Pittsburgh with his wife, Diane, and three children.